
Tyler Dachenhausen Bests Father in Mods, LaPolt wins Far Out 
race. 

Mother Nature’s swing on the weather has been, let’s just say, interesting. From cold rainy 
temps, to rain, and now the heat this past weekend. But it still wasn’t as hot as the action on 
the track. 

Tyler Dachenhausen may not have had the fastest car in the Nascar Modifieds, but he was in 
the right position when it all counted. After a hard fought battle, in probably one of the best 
races to date with himself, father Ed Dachenhausen, John Cote, and Steve Kammer, each 
positioning for the top spot lap after lap, Tyler prevailed, winning his first Nascar Modified race 
of the 2022 season over father Ed, Cote, Kammer, and Peyton Arthofer. 

The Open Racing Challenge Series made it’s debut at Bethel. The series is designed around a 
run-what-ya-brung type of racing, with minimal rules and DOT tires. Skip LaPolt would take 
home the $1k paycheck leading green to checkered with his Asphalt Modified, sporting a Sprint 
car wing. Kyle Welsch, Joel Murns, Mike Morse, and Dick Shaddock would complete the top 5. 

In the Pedersen’s Checker Won INEX Legends racing action, Eugene Drew would lead wire to 
wire over Jack Polan to win his first Legends race of the season. Nate Divone, Lexi Przybylinski, 
and Joe Przybylinski finish out the Top 5. 

INEX Bandolero action saw Mason Schwab take home his first Bandolero win in the heldover 
feature from May 14, and Leland Oefelein would bounce back, after contact in the heldover 
feature, to win the scheduled feature for the evening. 

Easton Houghtaling is on fire in the INEX Beginner Bandolero division, taking home the top 
honors in the heldover event and regular scheduled feature. 

Frank Delnero led every lap of the caution filled Nascar Pro Stock race, over John Velde, Jr, 
Brian Wolcott, and Josh Wilbur. 

Emerson Cargain Jr would triumph over Terry McNamara and Kevin Cargain in the heldover and 
regular feature of the 4cyl Truck division. 

In R Smith Scrap and Son Modified 4cyl action, Dan Curry would take the checkers one again 
over JW Gannon, Tisha Curry, Cameron Reichenbaugh, and Dan Houghtaling. 

The 4cyl Novice division saw Tucker Katz win the heldover event, while Fawn Card would win 
the regular scheduled event following post-race tech. 

In Sunday action at the speedway, ChampKarts made their 2022 debut at the speedway with 
Sadie Creeden easily winning her event, while Olivia Hedges took the checkers in hers. 

This Saturday May 28 we encourage everyone to where blue as it’s Foster Care Awareness night 


